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The H.I. Letter

Update from the Master

Marks

of

k
an ECK Cleric

ECK clerics are to be living examples of the

spiritual ideals of ECK, demonstrating good judgment,
high ethics, and especially divine love.
—Sri Harold Klemp,
The ECK Cleric Handbook
Sri Harold has extended the time for new High Initiates
to become eligible for ECK clergy candidacy to five years.
(Initiator and ESA qualifications remain at two years from the prior appointment.)

Sacred Education

Support, Compassion, Integrity

This gives more time for the far-reaching,
sacred education that awaits a new Brother of
the Leaf.

Keep current with the ECK guidelines,
and be a guardian for the ECK teachings,
actively supporting the RESA hierarchy.

If serving as a member of the ECK
clergy is your goal, invite the Inner Master
to help you capture the insights and experiences he will then offer in your daily life
and contemplations to that end.

Practice harmony and compassion,
making integrity your hallmark.

Make it a true prayer.

The Next Level
This opens the door to the customized
inner and outer training that the Master
offers every H.I. reaching for the next level
of spiritual realization and service. Every
High Initiate—including current ECK
clerics—can advance spiritually by taking
these practices to heart.
Watch for every opportunity

• to shine as a role model for the ECK
principles,

• to stand up for the ECK when facing
the social consciousness,

• to help any seeker find the love of God.

Secrets

and

Keys

for

You

Love the Spiritual Exercises of ECK.
True contemplation of the Four Zoas will
reveal secrets of spiritual freedom. Furthermore, you will find humility and the
Law of Silence to be golden keys to your
success.
*

*

*

Let the world find the grace of the
Mahanta in you, and your life will never be
the same!
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